IMPORTANT: PRIOR TO INSTALLATION, READ INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY.

NOTE: ENSURE THAT SIPLAST FLASHING MEMBRANE IS APPLIED OVER THE PARAPET AND NAILER IN ACCORDANCE WITH SIPLAST STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS AND DETAILS.

CAUTION: INSTALL MITERS FIRST!

STEP 1 - CORNER SUPPORT CLIPS
LOCATE AND FASTEN ONE GALVANIZED CORNER SUPPORT CLIP TO THE WALL AS SHOWN USING FOUR FASTENERS (PROVIDED).

STEP 2 - MITER SPLICE PLATES & ANCHOR CLIPS
REMOVE RELEASE PAPER FROM SPLICE PLATE SEALANT STRIPS. POSITION THE SPLICE PLATE IN THE CENTER OF THE ANCHOR CLIP. INSTALL THE SPLICE PLATE AND ANCHOR CLIP ASSEMBLY INTO EACH END OF THE CORNER AS SHOWN.

STEP 3 - MITER
PLACE THE CORNER ASSEMBLY INTO POSITION, AND SECURE AT THE EXPOSED EDGE OF THE ANCHOR CLIPS AS PER DETAIL A.

STEP 4 - ENDCAP ANCHOR CLIPS
LOCATE AND FASTEN GALVANIZED ANCHOR CLIPS TO WALL WITH PROVIDED FASTENERS FOR SUBSTRATE (SEE DETAIL A).

STEP 5 - ENDCAP SPLICE PLATES
REMOVE RELEASE PAPER FROM TOP OF FACTORY APPLIED SEALANT STRIPS. PLACE SPLICE PLATE ONTO SECOND ANCHOR CLIP AS SHOWN.

STEP 6 - ENDCAP
HOOK OUTSIDE FACE OF ENDCAP OVER THE ANCHOR CLIPS AND ROTATE INTO PLACE. ENGAGE REAR LEG ONTO ANCHOR CLIPS BY PRESSING DOWNWARD UNTIL SNAP LOCK OCCURS.
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**STEP 7 - ANCHOR CLIPS**
Locate and fasten galvanized anchor clips to wall at 3'-0" centers with provided fasteners for substrate (see detail A).

**STEP 8 - SPLICE PLATES**
Place splice plate onto anchor clips at splice joints, 12'-0" O.C.
Note: Remove release paper from sealant strips.

**STEP 9 - COPING**
Hook outside face of coping over the anchor clips and rotate into place. Engage rear leg onto anchor clips by pressing downward until snap lock occurs.

**STEP 10 - COMPLETION**
Continue installing coping with a 3/8" space at splice joints to allow for thermal expansion. Field cut where necessary using fine tooth hacksaw or snips. Note: Remove protective film immediately.

---

**TYPICAL COPING INSTALLATION**

- 12" wide anchor clip
- 3'-0" O.C.
- 8" wide concealed splice plate at each joint
- #10 x 1½" stainless steel fasteners provided
- 3/8" space provided for wall variations
- EIFS, brick or panel
- Outside face
- Inside face

---
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